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4th Grade News
Michelle Carpenter, Phil Skamser, and Jane Bauman
We are working hard in 4th grade to meet all of the standards that are expected. The kids are
doing an awesome job. We are all very proud of them.
In Science, the kids are working on their Endangered Species Project. They are researching an
animal and then will write a report about them. The students will also write poems and do extra
projects to complete their assignment. This is one of their favorite projects of the year.
The kids have been historians in Social Studies. They have studied exploration, Native
Americans, The Revolutionary War, and the Civil War They have presented their information to
others in the forms of posters, research papers, and slide shows. Soon we will be studying the
economy of the United States.
In Math, we continue to work on multiplying, dividing, and fractions. The students learn new
concepts by using manipulatives to help them see how the problem works. Their scores
continue to increase on testing and we are very proud of the results.
Reading and Writing are still the main focus in 4th grade. Seeing a child finally grasp a skill is
very rewarding to the teachers. The kids are working hard to improve their skills. A huge thank
you to all of the parents that stress good reading habits at home.

Art K-5 — Amanda Tebben
The art room is busy this time of year with 3D art, fiber arts, and drawing. Kindergarten is
learning about symbols and architecture. Students create a painting about America where we do
a guided drawing of the Statue of Liberty and students create the background using a design of
their choosing that connects to symbols for the United States. Next on our agenda is breaking
down the Eiffel Tower shapes to represent architectural symbols of another country. Students
will be leading this drawing by identifying simple shapes through observation. This time, I won’t
draw unless they tell me what I need! One of the goals for this assignment is to help students
recognize simple shapes within a larger more complex shape. Students will wrap up this unit
with architectural symbols about our community. We may look to Iowa State for some
inspiration, as well as our home towns.
First-grade students are working on an assemblage sculpture inspired
by the artists Yves Klein and Louise Nevelson. Students are
encouraged to find or create textures to add to their sculptures and
students are asked to build three different layers into their sculptures.
This is a favorite among students and our “junk” supply box is running
low. The art room will happily take donations of board game pieces,
costume jewelry, and small lightweight toys or toy pieces to help us
prepare for next year's sculptures. Please look for my email address at
the bottom of this article in case you’d like to donate materials. I’d be
happy to correspond with you regarding what we could use here in the
art classroom.
Second grade has finished up a foreshortening figure drawing where
they focused on enlarging the hands and/or feet in their pictures.
Students were able to make connections between our perspective
assignment and the foreshortening assignment. Next up for second grade will be an emotion
sculpture where students are asked to consider color choice and shapes to help describe their
assigned feeling. For these sculptures, cereal box donations are always welcome!

The third grade is participating in fiber arts by weaving currently and may be headed in the
direction of sewing their monsters using fabric felt and rice. Weaving has been a favorite of
elementary students for many years. Students seem to enjoy the hands-on work with new
materials. The monster assignment hopes to build on sewing and fiber skills, but also allows
students to design their character. I’m hoping that by filling these creatures with rice, students
may even be able to find multiple uses from them as their family could potentially use them as
rice heating pads.
Fourth-grade students are building their endangered species animals in the art room currently.
This is a fun collaboration between art and fourth-grade classrooms. Students study “form” for
this project and we work towards creating reasonable proportions. I also personally really enjoy
this project because students share so much of their knowledge about their endangered species
with me while we build.
Fifth and sixth-grade students are finishing up their clay projects. Fifth-grade students made
slump molds of trays to paint for their Mexican Talavera-inspired clay dishes. Students were
asked to come up with their theme and corresponding patterns to decorate the tray with the
creation of a focal point. Sixth-grade students created Greek-inspired vessels to demonstrate
their knowledge of multiple building techniques through clay. Students were asked to consider
the “communities” they are a part of from family and friends through more broad communities
like Iowans, Americans, and Global.
***Have donations of cardboard, cereal boxes, odds, and ends for my junk box?
Please reach out at atebben@roland-story.k12.ia.us. Thanks for thinking of the art room.

Welcome to the Elementary Music Room!
We have so many fantastic things happening right now in the elementary music room! Spring
always brings with it many opportunities to learn and grow. We recently welcomed the families
of our second and third graders into the music room to watch the informances of our second
and third grades. Informances have become a valuable tool in sharing the learning that
happens in the music room while allowing us to continue down our curricular path. With the
informances wrapped up, we look forward to the three performances that will be taking place in
April.
The Kindergarten is going to be giving their very first performance on Tuesday, April 12th @ 6:45
PM. There are so many details involved in performing and it is a privilege to get to teach these
young musicians the different elements involved. Their program is titled, How Does Your
Garden Grow and is full of flowers, vegetables, and weeds! Come join the fun as we sing a
“hoe-down” to clear our garden and help our flowers grow.
The first grade is also performing that same evening at 7:30 PM. Their program is titled, E-I-E-I
Oops, and in it, their farm has a big problem, their cow won’t “moo”! Join Old MacDonald,
sheep, pigs, ducks, and mules as they try to get their cow to learn how to bellar!
The fourth grade will be putting on their last elementary performance on Thursday, April 14th @
7:00 PM. Their performance of Go West will mark their final time on the auditorium stage until
they are high schoolers. Go West explores the westward expansion of the United States
including steamboats, cowboys, prospectors, and iron horses. It has been fun to watch the
students learn about our history as a nation while preparing for a concert.

As we move toward the end of the school year, the 1st – 4th grades will once again be
participating in Scandinavian Days Dancing. Please make sure to mark your calendars for
Friday, June 3rd! For all but the 4th graders, this will be their first time dancing due to COVID!
This is a great way to learn more about our Norwegian heritage and get to hear some amazing
troll stories.
As always, thank you for your support of me and our programs here at Roland-Story. Please
feel free to email or stop by anytime.

Musically,
Mrs. Friest

Important dates at the Elementary:
March 25th @ 11:00 a.m. - Kindergarten Screening for children that will be ve by
September 15th, and did not attend Roland-Story Preschool
April 12th- Kindergarten concert @ 6:45 p.m.
1st grade concert @7:00 p.m. both held in the High School Auditorium
April 14th- Fourth Grade concert @ 7:00 p.m. held at the High School Auditorium
May 5th- Fourth grade MS parent orientation held in the MS cafeteria @ 7:00 p.m.
May 19th- Little Norse Relays!
May 31st- LAST DAY OF SCHOOL

fi

Please check the ES Website for up-to-date information on events!
Notes will be coming home with more information on the above events.
Don’t forget to sign up for daily announcements and Remind!

Elementary Physical Education - Cathy Kammin-Braathun
Physical Education is very important because physically active students have a greater chance
of being fit for a lifetime! Our goal is to give them the advice to be fit by having a healthy active
lifestyle. Daily physical activity helps build and maintain healthy bones, muscles, and joints;
helps control body weight; prevents or delays the development of high blood pressure; improves
school performances; increases blood flow and oxygen to the brain which may help improve
memory loss and reduce depression, and builds self-esteem!
The goals of PE in K - 2nd grade are building skills, cooperation, and social interaction.
Activities are selected which allow the students to work together and experience success by all
levels of ability. They develop locomotor and manipulative skills. The students are introduced to
ball handling (catching, throwing, and dribbling), foot skills, volleying, and striking through
developmental play. Parachute activities create excitement and joy for the students; and they
perform rhythms (movement to the beat, creative movement, and dance experiences).
My 3rd and 4th-grade students will participate in activities for learning Personal & Social
Responsibility; Fitness Knowledge; Team Sports (basketball, soccer, indoor hockey, and bat &
ball games); Jump Rope; and Dance.
Another important aspect is to incorporate the importance of attaining and maintaining proper
fitness into many activities this year. The students are strongly urged to engage in physical
activities both during the school day and outside of school for at least 60 minutes a day!
They are involved in many stations that increase the different phases of fitness (cardiovascular
fitness, strength, flexibility, muscular endurance, agility, balance, coordination, power, reaction
time, and speed). Win With Wellness!
The 2nd, 3rd, and 4th graders perform the Kids Heart Challenge (formerly known as Jump Rope
For Heart) which teaches them the importance of health-related fitness and that raising funds to
research and education for the American Heart Association saves lives! Two highlights at the
end of the year are Go The Distance Day and the Little Norsemen Relays. The students prepare
for the track meet by practicing the field and running events during their PE classes. Go The
Distance Day will start with a brief talk about the importance of daily physical activity, and that
Fitness is Fun! Then we will do 30 minutes of continuous physical activity: 15 minutes of
dancing and 15 minutes of walking/jogging around the practice football field.
In my PE classes, I emphasize the importance of demonstrating good sportsmanship, fair play,
and teamwork; giving a great effort; showing respect toward others; following directions & the
rules of the class, and displaying a positive attitude!

In case you missed it, our very own Mrs. Braathun was
featured with her teammates in a story on PBS!
The 1971-72 Roland-Story girls were unranked all season, but
they played their way to a state championship - the school's
first and only girls’ basketball title. Watch as some of the
players on this year's 50-year honor team from Roland-Story
talk about that memorable season.

Elementary and Middle School Special Education Teacher - Linda Norem
Middle school special education looks different from student to student, year to year. Some
students benefit most from pullout instruction in a one-to-one or small group setting. This
provides intense individual instruction to build missing skills. Many students thrive in a cotaught classroom where the general education teacher and the special education teacher work
together to plan, teach and assess the grade level curriculum. Sometimes, the special education
teacher is in a support role in the general education classroom, providing reteaching, guided
practice, or small group instruction within the classroom. For many students, a combination of
minimal pull-out time, along with specially designed instruction taking place in the general
education setting is the most effective.
Special education goal areas include reading, writing, math, and behavior. Each student has
their plan, their own goals, and their unique way of learning. Special education teachers design/
modify/accommodate curriculum so that it is tailored to the individual student. Each student is
monitored regularly to determine growth in skills. When goals are met, new goals are set or
discontinued, depending on the student. Each student has a team working with them that
includes parents, general education teachers, special education teachers, administrators,
speech pathologists, education consultants, school psychologists, and social workers. These
team members work together to implement the IEP goals and support students.

Rachel Wilkinson - 5th Grade Science
The Roland-Story fifth-grade students have been working extremely hard in science this year.
Using the Mystery Science Curriculum, they have studied the properties of matter, ecosystems,
and the Earth’s place in the universe. The focus for the students has been on developing
models, running experiments, looking at and graphing the data that they found, and then
analyzing the results.
Environmental issues will be the focus of the next two weeks. The science students will
research current issues and present the information they discover with their peers. These
presentations will lead to class discussions, and they will find solutions to the problems by using
science.
Following Spring Break, the fifth-grade students will complete the final unit of Mystery Science
by learning about the Earth’s systems and interactions. They will then move on to a STEM
challenge to end the year. The task will be to make a marble box using engineering practices.
Using only the required materials, each student will create a track with the challenge of keeping
a marble in motion for 30 seconds. This STEM unit will instruct students about simple machines,
forces, and motion. It will allow them to use their problem-solving strategies as they create and
build their box. This activity is always a student favorite and a wonderful opportunity to end the
year by really challenging their creativity and perseverance.

Clase de Español~ Amanda Paulson
¡Hola! My name is Amanda Paulson and I have the opportunity to work with the 7 th graders
during their Spanish exploratory rotations. The exploratory Spanish program gives the students
a glimpse of the culture and language of the Spanish-speaking people.
We started this year by examining our own cultures and what that means to our students here at
Roland-Story Middle School. We look at a variety of cultures and think about how although each
may have grown up in a different environment, we still have similar basic needs. Later in our

rotation, we research Central and South American countries and discover how a variety of
topics, such as diet or family life, may be similar or different from what we are accustomed to.
The 7th graders have a variety of ways to showcase what they have learned about the different
cultures. This year, several students created authentic dishes to share, while others researched
how to play a traditional game and then taught it to their classmates! It is fun to see what the
students discover and present about their countries as we continue through the year. In this
exploratory, we also work through several areas of the language, including making comparisons
to our language by learning about cognates. Students are then able to discover many of them in
our basic questions and vocabulary topics,
such as when we work with the family vocabulary. It has been exciting getting to know the 7thgrade students and I look forward to meeting the rest of the students as we work throughout the
year!

Growing Life-Long Learners in Science
Rachel Hetland
In 6th grade science this year we have been working on skills that can be taken from the
classroom into the real world such as collaboration, problem-solving, and analyzing! Each unit
begins with station activities where students get to partner up and work together to answer a
series of questions. Students analyze different texts, videos, interactive websites, and many
other sources to dive into the subject. This year, students have learned about cells, body
systems, weathering and erosion, plate tectonics, and fossils to name just a few of the subjects
on which students have been able to collaborate!
Each science activity allows students the opportunity to grow and learn about whom they are as
learners while also addressing the science standards! Students are challenged to communicate
with their classmates in meaningful ways to help solve problems. Activities to help encourage
communication have been hands-on and technology-focused to prepare them for a world
outside of the classroom. Some examples include a chicken wing dissection, a human body
disease project, and chocolate chip cookie erosion labs!

8th Grade Language Arts
Gretchen Clapper
One assignment students completed in Language Arts was their book reports. Students had to
choose one book to read during the 3rd quarter and complete a book report on it. Students were
able to choose any book within their reading level to read. The first part of the book report
included a written paper discussing the theme, setting, characters, and plot of the book.
Students had to keep an
objective view for most of the report but were able to share their opinion about the book at the
end of their written report. The next part of their book report was to complete a project that they
would present to the class. Students were given options for their projects and then they got to
choose what fit them, and their book, the best. Some options were videos, posters, formal
speeches, sculptures, and paintings.
Some students got creative and asked if they could create their own board game, model, case
file, or online children’s book. I truly believe that we learn best when we are interested in what
we are doing. That is why I love allowing students to choose what they want to do when I can. I
wanted them to be able to choose a book they were interested in and choose a project that they
would have fun completing. Students will be completing another book report in the 4th quarter
and I can’t wait to see what they do this time!

Andrew Van Hultzen - 8th grade Science
This year in 8th Grade Science we have been studying many different aspects of science. We
began the year exploring how forces interact with each other and how these interactions result
in all the motion around us. To learn about momentum transfer and Newton's Third law, made a
giant Rube Goldberg Machine with the whole 8th-grade class. This video is on the Middle
School Facebook page if you want to see it in action! After this unit, we explored kinetic and
thermal energy with KNEX cars and by building our ice cream insulators. So far this semester,
we have been exploring Darwin's theory of evolution. We have examined the different evidence
that supports this theory and will begin critically thinking about the evidence and theory to
determine if it is the best explanation of the amazing diversity of life. We will also spend some
time exploring how humans affect the selection of certain traits in domestic animals. As the
weather gets nicer we will begin studying climate, climate change, and what controls and gives
us the weather. It's been a great year thus far and we are excited to finish strong!

Early Dismissals:
April 13th 1/1:15 PD
April 15th 1/1:15 Good Friday
April 27th 1/1:15 PD
May 11th 1/1:15 PD

Government - Mike Bowman
An unbelievably busy time right now. Seems like the whole year has been rush, rush, rush.
In Government, we squoze January and most of February into the first semester to delegate
the Spring Semester to Economics. Since the start of the second semester, we have been
covering Economics. Macro and Micro with a recent emphasis on personal finances. After
Spring Break we will be covering The Supreme Court and our Constitutional Rights.
American History this semester has so far been WWII...European Theater, Pacific Theater, and
now the Holocaust. After Spring Break we will be covering the modern history and pop culture.
1948-early 2000s.

Special Education Newsletter Article Chris Hill
Six Critical Transition Elements of IEP’s
The transition from high school to post-secondary education, or the working field, is a part of
every high school student’s life. Once students reach high school age they are educated on how to make
that transition as smooth as possible. This is no different for students with individual education plans,
(IEPs). For students with IEP, six critical elements must be covered in the IEP. Those elements are listed
below and are in place to ensure student success beyond the completion of their IEP.
1. Interests and preferences listed are specific to the student.
2. Transition assessment information is present for each post-secondary area of living, learning, and
working.
•

Method or source of the data is identified

•

Specific data are listed

•

The data listed are sufficient to determine students’ post-secondary living, learning, and working
needs.

3. Post-secondary expectations are written as observable statements for each of the 3 areas of living,
learning, and working.
The expectation for living, learning, and working projects beyond high school.
•
•

The statement is written in observable terms and is consistent with available assessment
information

4. Course of study includes means of graduation, targeted date, and courses-activities.
Projected means of graduation
•
•

Projected date of graduation

•

Courses and activities
◦

Multi-year listing of courses and activities needed to prepare for post-secondary
expectations. Activities could include linkages to adult agencies.

5. All annual goals address identified needs to pursue post-secondary expectations.
All goal areas are identified in PLAAFP. All goals support the pursuit of post-secondary areas.
•
•

All goals meet the requirements of a well-written goal.

•

If there are no goals, services, or activities for a specific post-secondary area, the rationale is
supported in PLAAFP.

6. Services and supports necessary to accomplish goals, and activities planned for the duration of the
IEP are listed.
Specific descriptive statements.
•
•

All needs identified on Page B are addressed through goals and/or services, activities, and/or
supports.

Mr. Gelber’s Social Studies
It has been an eventful first year for me in the Roland Story School District. It has been a
pleasure to work with such wonderful staff and students. I am thankful for the relationships I
have built in the last several months.
This year, I can teach three different courses within Social Studies. I teach all grades in the
United States and World Affairs. I have sophomores in United States History and I have juniors
in World History,
The US and World Affairs/Contemporary Studies is a current events-based class. The majority
of the work and learning in class is based on what goes on domestically and abroad. The main
topics for the class have been related to the COVID-19 pandemic. A large portion of the events
around the world have been related to COVID and its periphery. The students look at events
through the lens of understanding the context and nature of the situations while leaving political
bias and feeling out of the picture. The goal is to understand what goes on and how it affects
everyone while allowing students to understand the research process and the formation of
original opinions and thought.
United States History starts the year with events after the Civil War. The topics have included
the Gilded Age, Industrial Revolution, Immigration, World War I, Prohibition, Women’s Suffrage,
The Great Depression, and World War II, just to name a few. The students are wrapping up their
lengthy and detailed unit on World War II. We have looked at countless resources and pieces of
information to understand history through a larger lens and context. The students will finish the
year by discussing the Rise of Post War America, Cold War, Korean War, Vietnam War, Civil
Rights, and the Kennedy and Johnson Administrations.
World History starts the year with an observation of how people came to be and where human
life originated. The timeline follows the civilizations of Mesopotamia, Egypt, India, China,
Greece, and Rome. The study focuses on history through the lens of understanding how
civilizations came to be while looking at culture, geography, language, religion, and decline. The
students are moving into the Early Middle Ages and Anglo-English history.
We have a lot to learn before summer comes and the students have done a wonderful job this
year of taking initiative and collaborating. We look forward to all of the topics through the fourth
quarter and are thankful for all of the support.

High School Students:
Remember Scholarship Applications
are due soon! Check out the HS page
for more information.

We would like to thank our entire Roland-Story community for your
thoughtful consideration of the bond issue on the ballot Tuesday, March 1.
Unofficial results released by the Story County Auditor’s office indicate that
the measure has received the more than 60 percent support required for
approval.
As a result, the district will be able to move forward with a series of
improvements to Dallas Kray Track & Kerry Van Winkle Field.
We are incredibly appreciative of our steering committee members, the
feedback we received through our survey, and all the other ways our
community engaged throughout this process.
As always, thank you for your support of Roland-Story schools and the
students we serve!

Business Education ~ Holly Johnson
Computer Applications
This semester we are trying something new in Computer Applications. We are
using a program that simulates Microsoft Office products on our Chromebooks.
We have a few bugs to work out, but I think this will prove to be an awesome
opportunity for students to become familiar with real-world software applications.
Marketing
Gaining an understanding of how important marketing is to the success of a business, is at the heart of
this course. Some of the areas of concentration are the 4 - P’s of marketing (Product, Price, Place,
Promotion), target markets, consumer behavior, branding, and personal selling. We celebrated National
OREO day by digging into Nabisco’s marketing of the OREO cookie, followed by students creating their
own OREO flavor and sketching a package design for their creation. We snacked on Oreos & milk while
we worked…for inspiration!

General Business Management
Studying the functions of management and digging into historical theories of management is helping
students develop an idea of what kind of managers they may aspire to be. Upcoming topics include
human resources, marketing & distribution, and management of financial resources.
21st Century Skills (Financial Literacy)
One fun thing we are doing this week is to use the game of Monopoly to learn about assets, liabilities,
equity, and net worth. Students are realizing the relevance of the following topics in their lives. We have a
long list of things we want to cover in 21st Century Skills. I’ll include an abbreviated list below.

Goal Setting

Financial
Statements &
Ratios

Careers & Job
Searching

Interview
Techniques

Paychecks

Saving

Budgeting

Credit

Debt
Management

Car Ownership

Home
Ownership

College

Insurance

Retirement

Investing

Taxes

Accounting
The first semester our learning in Accounting class revolved around making our way through the
accounting cycle, analyzing the transactions of a service business. Second semester we are going back
through the accounting cycle, a bit more in-depth, this time working with a merchandising business. This
year we are adding a unit on Excel spreadsheets!

Photos from the Business Room

Science- Jeff Boman
Freshmen science students are studying mechanical advantage, energy, and calories. Your student may ask
you what the BTU rating is of your furnace or water heater. By the end of March students will be finding
the energy in different foods using calorimetry.

Rylee Wolff checking the force

Josie Ramus and Kamryn Lande
finding density

Physics
The beginning of the semester saw physics
students engineer and build set pieces for the
musical “Matilda.” Since then, students have
been learning about the conservation of
momentum and collisions. Eventually they
will study multi-dimensional collisions and
reconstruct an accident scene. In April they
will be participating in the Physics Olympics at UNI.

Gabe Slifka, Martin Martinez, Gabe Sevde, and Logan
Ihle experiment with collisions

Ali Pickering, Nathan Limas, Macy Friest,
Reece Johnson, and Jillian Concannon study
the conservation of momentum.

Chemistry- Brad Dedic
We are wrapping up our unit on naming and writing chemical formulas. The next unit will be
writing and balancing chemical equations followed by the always entertaining unit on
stoichiometry! We usually get to do mole rockets where students combine hydrogen and
oxygen gases in different quantities to find out which mixture gives the best “pop.” After
finding the ideal mixture, they get to scale up and shoot off mole rockets made out of plastic
pipets or small plastic bottles using a piezoelectric launcher. We will end the year with some
thermodynamics and gas laws.
Biology
We have just begun our unit on DNA and Protein Synthesis. Students built replicas of DNA
molecules using paper cut-outs to see how the different parts of the nucleotides go together to
produce the larger DNA molecule. They then pulled the double strands apart and rebuilt each
half to see how DNA can replicate itself nearly error-free based on hydrogen bonding. The next
step will be showing how the nucleotides can code for different traits in living organisms.
Students will simulate this by decoding some DNA to produce sentences. If their sentences
make sense, they will have performed the process correctly. If not, they will see how mutations
can occur and how that can affect the production of a protein. We will follow this up with a unit
on genetic disorders and Mendelian genetics as well as a unit on Biotechnology.
Student Haikus inspired by their insect projects:
Praying Mantis
Stream trickles softly
Long body, green stick
Noises are all around
is camo’ in the prairie
Bugs fly quietly
likes to eat black bugs
Grace Corcoran

Makenna Carlson

Lightning Bug
Lightning bugs light up
Can see them at night flying
Lightning bugs glow bright

Dragonfly
Stream flowing swiftly
Dragonfly on rock – Don’t Move!
“What did I tell you?”

Luke Tjernagel

Boaz Clark

I just ate a bug
I got four bucks to do it
It was not tasty

What’s this? What’s that? Buzz!
A wasp flying in the air
Smack! It’s in my net.

William Licht

Josh Webb

Some bugs are very small
Other bugs are gigantic
Some bugs walk on water

I sat quietly
Bugs come quickly to the net
The project is Done!

Layla Jensen

Thomas Tjaden

The Roland-Story Newsletter
is published five times per
year at the end of each
quarter and in July. It is
also available on our website
at rolandstory.school.com
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DATES TO REMEMBER
May19th Seniors Last Da
May 22nd Graduation
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